Node Replication Attacks
Sensor networks are used in applications such as environment monitoring and object tracking. Currently, due to the advance in robotics, mobile sensor networks become feasible and applicable. Wireless sensor network (WSN) [4] is networks were the node of the network senses the environment over them. This sensed information is then sent to a base station that is locally located or to a station remotely located. The remote data transfer the data could be received by a local station and can be forwarded by wireless transfer sending the data directly to the remote base station. Wireless sensors consist of two types one is a Stationary Wireless Sensor Network and another is a Mobile Wireless Sensor Network. Stationary Wireless Sensor Network the nodes in the network are static and so cannot move from a place to place. The mobile wireless networks the nodes of the network moves sensing the environment. Mobile sensor network usually used in landscape such as cities for constant sensing of the environment in a given place, it consumes low energy. When sensing remote area and inaccessible places mobile nodes could be used. These provide the safety of the people because they don"t have to be physically present in the place of deployment. They can move it remotely. It provides safety and also sensing of critical areas such as volcano epicenters. The wireless transfer of these mobile wireless sensor nodes leads to a susceptibility information theft and information exchange, unauthorized accessing of information, etc. physical attack [11] on the node cannot be prevented easily but most of the time physical destruction nodes is not possible. Thus an attacker attacks the data transmission of the node to destructions the network. There are some general attacks on a mobile WSN [10] are node replication attack, Sybil attack, denial of service attack, wormhole attack, sinkhole attack, etc. Capturing the id, attacking the nodes is the process of the node replication attack and replicating the node ID many times to induce negative information into the network. The existing security mechanisms are incomplete. Hence many techniques are being proposed to detect node replication attack the wireless sensor network.
II. Existing Methods:
There are several technologies proposed for detection of node replication attacks the wireless sensor networks. It consists of two types of detection schemes one is centralized and another is distributed [5] . Some of the techniques in distributed are Randomized multicasting and line selected multicasting [14] .These algorithms are useful for detection of node replication attack. The centralized detection is more useful for node replication attack in a large scale comprising of the entire network [9] . In two types of the algorithms, those nodes have a secret encrypted ID where the encrypted id is transmitted to the node. In distributed scheme the sender sends the id to the receiver through their nearest nodes [15] . First the receiver will check whether the id is correct or not if the receiver finds the id correct, the next node sends the information to the particular node. If it is not correct then a defensive mechanism is launched.
In case of line selected multicasting, the receiver and the nearest nodes which receive the id are preselected and send. Here the information is encrypted and sent through the nearest the detection of replicas are simplified. If the nearest nodes receive the id correctly the information is forwarded [13] .If the nearest nodes do not receive correctly the defensive mechanism is called. The disadvantage is that if there is a large scale attack on the network, the method is not efficient as the attack happens in many places using the same id the nodes located remotely might take the replica for an original node. [1] [7] [8] .In the case of randomized multicasting, the sender and receiver are selected according to the probability model [2] . The probability model will select the nearest node for sending the id. The encrypted id is sent through the nearest node. Here detection can be simple [12] . If the nearest node receives an id not parallel with the model or receives multiple node claims to be the same, the defensive mechanism is revoked. The disadvantage is that if the probability model is known to the attacker, the attacker can replicate the nodes without fear of detection. Other disadvantages are High communication burden and Detect replication attacks. It is very hard to develop the on a large scale .The centralized detection technique is a detection scheme where the nodes in the network send their id to the centralized node so that it can detect the replicas in the node and launch the defense mechanism. This is efficient because it clearly identifies the replicas. But the drawbacks are that the central node if captured will lead to the destruction of the entire network. If the central node is captured, sensed information of the entire network is rendered useless as the attacker can now replicate any number of times without detection. There is also another problem. If the node is failed or destructed, it leads to the failure of detection of entire network henceforth the detection scheme fails. To detect the node replicas in mobile sensor networks, an Efficient and Distributed Detection (EDD) scheme and its variant, SEDD, scheme is proposed. EDD and SEDD possess the following characteristics. 1) Distributed Detection: EDD and SEDD can resist against the node replication attacks in a distributed fashion without involving the base station. 2) Individual Detection: Each node in the EDD and SEDD schemes is able to detect replicas by itself. 3) Cancellation of the replicas can be performed by each Node without flooding the revocation Messages to the entire network. 4) Efficiency and Effectiveness: The EDD and SEDD schemes can identify the replicas with high detection accuracy. In addition, their communication overhead is only O (1) in the average case but is O (1). There are some drawbacks in this methods are High energy consumption, less performance. 
III.
Problem Statement:
In the mobile sensor networks, there is a situation where the adversary can compromise one sensor node, formulate many replicas having the same identity (ID) from the captured node, and locate these replicas back into critical positions in the network for further malicious activities.In the existing research, every node stores security parameter and cryptographic hash function for to check the legitimacy of the nodes. So, there is High computational complexity, High computational cost, High overhead.
Objective of the thesis:
The main intent of the research is to reduce the computational complexity, computational cost, storage overhead and also to improve the security in the wireless sensor networks. Improved Trust based Replica Detection System is proposed which is based on the nodes" identities in the clustered wireless sensor network, which is suitable for such WSNs because it promotes the energy-efficient
The main objective is,
The trade-off between security strength and computation overhead in wireless sensor networks, lower the computational complexity and computational cost and lower the storage overhead.
IV. Proposed Methodlogy:
The methodology that is proposed will be a comprising both central and distributed detection schemes. The mobile wireless network can have a large area for sensing. The area is split into "clusters". Thus it is a distributed system. Each sector has a central node were the nodes can send their id for checking. Thus it is also a central in a sector wise analysis. Then as it have both the central and the distributed detection scheme.
In the proposed research, to bring the trade-off between security strength and computation overhead an innovative technique is proposed which is called Improved Trust based Replica Detection System (ITRDS). To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to conduct a systematic study of a trust management system for clustered WSNs from the perspective of both dependability and resource efficiency. The key features of ITRDS go beyond existing approaches in terms of the following aspects:
